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A B S T R A C T

We present the Fluspect-B model (generally referred to as Fluspect), which simulates leaf chlorophyll flu-
orescence (ChlF), reflectance and transmittance spectra. The existing PROSPECT model and its concept of
a compact leaf are used as a starting point, and the differential equations for radiative transfer within the
leaf are solved by an efficient doubling algorithm. Due to the simplicity of these equations, Fluspect offers a
high computational speed. With incident light provided as the main input parameter, Fluspect calculates the
emission of ChlF on both the illuminated and shaded side of the leaf. Other input parameters are chlorophyll
and carotenoid concentrations, leaf water, dry matter and senescent material (brown pigments) content,
leaf mesophyll structure parameter and ChlF quantum efficiency for the two photosystems, PS-I and PS-II.
We investigated the model performance using measurements of leaf reflectance, transmittance and ChlF
spectra, collected for barley and sugar beet leaves in both a laboratory and outdoors setting. The plants had
been grown under various illumination conditions to increase between-leaf variability of leaf biochemical
and structural properties. We retrieved the model parameters, compared them to corresponding destructive
measurements and finally, used them to simulate ChlF on either side of the leaf at several light intensi-
ties. The results show that the model reproduces observed SIF accurately, especially for leaves measured
under natural illumination. Most of the observed between-leaf variability of ChlF could be explained from
differences in leaf biochemical and structural properties, with potential additional information held by ChlF
emission efficiency parameters.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Spectroscopy has long been used as a non-invasive technique
for the detection and analysis of plant physiological and anatomi-
cal traits (Buschmann and Nagel, 1993). Several models have been
developed in order to non-destructively predict the effects of leaf
pigment content and internal structure on both reflectance and
transmittance (Ustin et al., 2009). Physically based radiative trans-
fer models have been developed and modified since the early 1990s.
A few examples include PROSPECT (Leaf Optical Properties Spectra)
developed by Jacquemoud and Baret (1990), LIBERTY (Leaf Incor-
porating Biochemistry Exhibiting Reflectance and Transmittance
Yields) (Dawson et al., 1998) and the work of Stuckens et al. (2009).

Besides plant reflectance and transmittance, the emission of
plant chlorophyll fluorescence (ChlF) has also been demonstrated
to be an important signal. Measurements of solar-induced ChlF
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(SIF) have introduced a new remote sensing method for tracking
photosynthesis and gross primary productivity (GPP) from leaf and
canopy to airborne and potentially, satellite scale (Moreno et al.,
2014; Porcar-Castell et al., 2014).

ChlF provides information on the dynamic behaviour of photo-
synthesis (for a review, see Porcar-Castell et al., 2014). The signal
originates in the antennae complexes of photosystems I and II (PS-
I and PS-II), and a green leaf will emit ChlF upon excitation with
photosynthetically active light (wavelengths between 400–700 nm).
The ChlF signal is variable and most of its variability at ambi-
ent temperatures has been shown to originate in photosystem II
(Franck et al., 2002). The efficiency of photosynthesis is regulated
and responds to environmental constraints. As most of the regu-
lation of photosynthesis takes place in PS-II, and because ChlF is
mainly emitted from PS-II, the ChlF signal is a good indicator of the
functional status of photosynthesis and is related to the light use
efficiency (LUE) of photosynthesis (Ač et al., 2015; Hilker et al., 2008).

Tracking the variability of ChlF over time offers a direct
non-destructive approach to detecting plant stress before the
stress results in any significant reduction in chlorophyll content,
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both at the leaf and more remote scales (Campbell et al., 2008;
Frankenberg et al., 2011; Joiner et al., 2011; Meroni et al.,
2009; Rossini et al., 2015; Van Wittenberghe et al., 2013). The
ChlF signal has been used to study, for example, seasonal vari-
ations (Guanter et al., 2012; Joiner et al., 2011), the effects of
pollutants (Eullaffroy and Vernet, 2003; Van Wittenberghe et al.,
2013), water stress (Dobrowski et al., 2005; Panigada et al., 2014)
and nitrogen deficiencies (Campbell et al., 2008; Tremblay et al.,
2011).

As with reflectance and transmittance, ChlF depends on leaf pig-
ment content (predominantly chlorophyll concentration, but other
constituents as well) and anatomy. Over the short term (seconds to a
few days), we can assume that leaf biochemical and structural prop-
erties do not change. However, rapid variations in ChlF emission are
still observed in response to changes in incoming light and various
stress factors (Ač et al., 2015). These rapid variations in ChlF are due
to variations in the fluorescence quantum efficiency (g); where g is
expressed as a fraction of the radiation absorbed by the chlorophyll.
This efficiency is inversely proportional to the photochemical (PQ)
and non-photochemical quenching (NPQ), derived from measure-
ments of active ChlF (Demmig et al., 1987; Krause and Weis, 1984).
Variations in the efficiency are usually measured by taking repeated
measurements of ChlF on the same leaf, while exposing the leaf to
varying light conditions, CO2 concentrations, air temperatures and
humidities (Genty et al., 1989; Weis and Berry, 1987).

When measuring the solar-induced ChlF (SIF) of natural
vegetation canopies in uncontrolled conditions over longer time
scales (several days to seasons), then leaf biochemistry, structure and
g vary together in space and time (Cogliati et al., 2015). It is then
more difficult to retrieve g, leaf biochemical and structural properties
separately (Porcar-Castell et al., 2014).

In several recent publications (Lee et al., 2015, 2013; Zhang
et al., 2014), the SCOPE model (Van der Tol et al., 2009) has
been used for this purpose. SCOPE simulates radiative trans-
fer in the leaf and canopy; and variations in the quantum effi-
ciency as affected by various stress factors. SCOPE consists of
several routines that are separate models: some nested and
some executed in cascade. In such a model, equifinality can be
a real problem. Therefore is it useful to evaluate its compo-
nents separately using controlled experiments. A model compo-
nent that simulates leaf ChlF based on a conventional photosyn-
thesis model has been reported (Van der Tol et al., 2014), but
a separate evaluation of the leaf level radiative transfer compo-
nent of the model, named Fluspect, has not been published pre-
viously. An early version was presented in a conference paper
(Verhoef, 2011), but since then, the model has undergone several
revisions.

Fluspect is a radiative transfer model that simulates the leaf
reflectance, transmittance and ChlF for a given emission efficiency
and a given spectral shape of ChlF for PS-I and PS-II emission (Miller
et al., 2005). It is similar but computationally simpler, and conse-
quently faster, than the FluorMODleaf model (Pedrós et al., 2010),
which is to our knowledge the only leaf radiative transfer model for
ChlF reported in the literature to date.

The objective of this paper is to present and evaluate the
Fluspect model. We first describe the latest version of the
model, namely Fluspect-B (Section 2 and the Appendices). This
is followed by a description of an experiment in which data
were collected for model performance evaluation (Section 3.1). The
model evaluation is achieved by first retrieving the leaf biochemical
and structural (PROSPECT) parameters from measured reflectance
and transmittance by means of model inversion (Section 3.2),
and consequently using the retrieved parameters to simulate ChlF
(Section 3.3). In the Results and discussion section, we compare the
simulated to measured reflectance and transmittance (Section 4.1),
the retrieved to measured parameters (Section 4.2), and the

simulated to measured ChlF (Section 4.3). In Section 4.4 we show
the results of a sensitivity analysis of the model. Conclusions are
presented in Section 5.

2. Model description

Here we present the latest version, called Fluspect-B, imple-
mented in Matlab and published under GNU General Public License
at https://github.com/christiaanvandertol. Fluspect-B parameters,
together with their range and standard values, are defined in Table 1.

The model takes the PROSPECT model (Jacquemoud et al., 2009)
as its starting point to compute the two fluorescence matrices g
(backward direction, that is ChlF detected from the leaf side turned
toward the light source, and in this study we exclusively illuminated
the adaxial leaf side) and f (forward direction, i.e. ChlF detected from
the leaf side turned away from the light source; in this study, the
abaxial leaf side) by means of a fast doubling method. During this
doubling process also leaf reflectance and transmittance are repro-
duced. This was done by applying the Kubelka-Munk (KM) theory
of diffuse scattering and absorption to the whole leaf (Kubelka and
Munk, 1931). The starting doubling equations are just an expres-
sion of the KM differential equations with fluorescence effects added.
After 15 doubling steps the reflectance and transmittance spectra
are obtained, which are identical to those of PROSPECT, while the
fluorescence matrices are obtained as useful by-products.

In Fluspect-B, the doubling algorithm that generates the fluo-
rescence matrices of the leaf is no longer applied to the complete
leaf as computed with PROSPECT, but only to the leaf mesophyll
layer, which is obtained after “removing” the top and bottom leaf-air
interfaces. The reflectance and transmittance (q and t) of this mes-
ophyll layer are now taken as the starting point to calculate the KM
scattering and absorption coefficients, and these are applied along
with the fluorescence spectra of photosystems I and II as a basis
for the doubling algorithm. The outcomes of the doubling algorithm
are reflectance and transmittance q and t, plus the fluorescence
matrices g and f, for the backward and forward fluorescence of the
leaf mesophyll layer, respectively. In the last step, these internal leaf
fluorescence matrices are modified to include again the effects of the
leaf-air interfaces.

In the first version of Fluspect (Verhoef, 2011), the model showed
discrepancies with FluorMODleaf (Pedrós et al., 2010), especially
when fluorescence was plotted as a function of the chlorophyll
content, but this problem has been resolved as follows.

2.1. PROSPECT background

The model PROSPECT is based on the concept of a so-called
compact leaf and it uses the so-called plate theory (Allen et al., 1969)
to describe radiative transfer at the surface and inside plant leaves.
Only diffuse fluxes in backward and forward direction are considered
in this theory.

Throughout the paper, the flux interactions are illustrated with
boxes and circles, where a square box stands for incident radiation
and a circle for reflected or transmitted radiation. The boxes and cir-
cles are connected by arrows that indicate the direction of flow, and
a symbol next to the arrow indicates the corresponding reflectance
or transmittance. Forward fluxes are placed on the left and back-
ward fluxes on the right. Since reflection always takes place at the
same vertical level (that is, for a horizontal plate), and transmission
goes from a certain level to one level lower or higher, reflections are
indicated by horizontal arrows and transmissions by vertical arrows.
Circles and boxes connected by solid bars refer to one and the same
vertical level.

Fig. 1 illustrates the interactions between the fluxes if a single
layer is illuminated by forward flux at the top and backward flux at
the bottom. There are two reflectances, one at the top (Rt) and one at

https://github.com/christiaanvandertol
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Table 1
Fluspect input parameters.

Parameter Symbol Range Standard value Unit Reference Origin

Chlorophyll a+b content Cab 0–100 40 lg cm−2 Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT
Total carotenoid content Ccar 0–30 5 lg cm−2 Feret et al. (2008) PROSPECT
Water content Cw 0–0.4 0.009 cm Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT
Dry matter content Cdm 0–0.5 0.012 g cm−2 Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT
Leaf mesophyll structure parameter N 1–4 1.5 – Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT
Senescence material (brown pigments) Cs 0–0.6 0 fraction Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT
Fluorescence quantum efficiency for PS-I gI 0–0.2 0.002 – Miller et al. (2005) Fluspect
Fluorescence quantum efficiency for PS-II gII 0–0.2 0.01 – Miller et al. (2005) Fluspect

the bottom (Rb), and two transmittances, one forward (Td) and one
backward (Tu).

The interface between two media of different refraction index has
no thickness, but will yet be considered as a layer too. A diffusing
layer may be bounded by two interfaces to the surrounding air, one
at the top and one at the bottom, so that optically it will be described
by three layers in total. An example of this is given in Fig. 2a, which
illustrates a diffusing layer bounded by two leaf-air interfaces, and
where each optical layer is described by two reflectances (one at the

Fig. 1. Two incident fluxes (boxes) producing reflected and transmitted fluxes
(circles). The boxes and circles are connected by arrows that indicate the direction
of flow, and a symbol next to the arrow indicates the corresponding reflectance or
transmittance.
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Fig. 2. Flux interaction diagram for (a) a compact leaf as defined in PROSPECT, simpli-
fied into (b) a single additional sub-layer and defined as (c) N − 1 sub-layers (Stokes
equations). The boxes and circles are connected by arrows that indicate the direction
of flow, and a symbol next to the arrow indicates the corresponding reflectance or
transmittance. Circles and boxes connected by solid bars refer to one and the same
vertical level.

top and one at the bottom) and two transmittances (backward and
forward). The vertical levels are simply indicated here by the num-
bers 0, 1, 2, and 3. The forward and backward fluxes are indicated by
E− and E+, respectively.

A compact leaf is a leaf that has two leaf-air interfaces, but the
internal leaf mesophyll layer consists only of absorbing materials (as
presented in Fig. 2a), namely chlorophylls, carotenoids, water, dry
matter and brown pigments, so that scattering and therefore also
reflectance are absent. Note that the obtained R and T are dependant
on assumed optical properties of these absorbing materials, used in
the model as optical parameters.

However, applying PROSPECT to simulate leaves with varying
optical properties has led to the conclusion that the compact leaf is
not sufficient to capture all spectral variability. Therefore, the non-
compact leaf is applied (Allen et al., 1970; Gausman et al., 1970),
which consists of a pile of more than one layer (namely N) of com-
pact leaves, where N can also be non-integer. In the latter case, the
Stokes equations are used to derive the reflectance and transmit-
tance of a sub layer of (N)−1 leaves thick (Fig. 2c). The N parameter in
PROSPECT is very important since it can capture the variability of leaf
optical properties due to differences in leaf internal scattering and
leaf thickness. Finally, the PROSPECT result is obtained by combining
the compact top layer with the (N) − 1 compact layers underneath,
giving the final total reflectance Rt and total transmittance Tt, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

The subscripts of the corresponding reflectance (R) or transmit-
tance (T) indicate either the cone incident angle (a), a sub layer (sub)
or the order of the involved media, for instance, the subscripts “12”
indicate that the respective reflectance or transmittance corresponds
with a transition of the light from medium 1 (air) to medium 2 (leaf).
In the PROSPECT model use is made of the function “tav”, which
stands for “transmittance average”, and which can be calculated for
any given cone incidence angle a. This function calculates the trans-
mittance of a non-absorbing rough surface. Traditionally (and also
in Fluspect) one takes a = 59◦ (40◦ in PROSPECT-5; Feret et al.,
2008) for the light incident on the leaf from the outside, whereas
for the internal diffuse light one takes a = 90◦. We acknowledge,
that this is a fundamental simplification, as the real BRDF charac-
teristics of leaves are complex and greatly influence leaf reflectance
(Jacquemoud and Ustin, 2001).

2.2. Mesophyll reflectance and transmittance

The first step in the whole procedure is the calculation of
mesophyll layer reflectance and transmittance, called q and t of
the mesophyll layer, from the given PROSPECT leaf reflectance and
transmittance (Rt and Tt) and the optical properties of the leaf-air
interfaces. Since this element is entirely novel, it is described in some
more detail. For this, we use Fig. 3, which illustrates how Rt and Tt

are related to q and t.
The effect of the top leaf-air interface is shown in the two right-

most diagrams (Fig. 3b,c), where the reflectance of the background,
i.e. the leaf without the leaf-air interface, is indicated by Rb. By
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Fig. 3. Flux interaction diagram for (a) a leaf layer with top and bottom border air-
leaf interfaces and derived relations between PROSPECT reflectance and transmittance
Rt and Tt and reflectance and transmittance of the leaf mesophyll layer, q and t. Dia-
gram (b) depicts the leaf without the leaf-air interface, indicated by Rb and (c) adds
the leaf-air interface to this background to obtain the new reflectance Rt . The boxes
and circles are connected by arrows that indicate the direction of flow, and a sym-
bol next to the arrow indicates the corresponding reflectance or transmittance. Circles
and boxes connected by solid bars refer to one and the same vertical level.

adding the leaf-air interface to this background we obtain the new
reflectance Rt, given by

Rt = ra +
taRbt21

1 − r21Rb
(1)

This equation can be easily inverted to obtain Rb from given Rt and
some other elementary optical quantities of PROSPECT, which gives

Rb =
Rt − ra

tat21 + (Rt − ra)r21
. (2)

The total leaf transmittance Tt of the leaf is found by using Fig. 3
and assuming E+(3) = 0 and E−(0) = 1. This gives

E−(1) =
ta

1 − Rbr21
, E−(2) =

t

1 − qr21
E−(1), (3)

and finally

E−(3) = t21E−(2). (4)

So the total transmittance is the product

Tt =
ta

1 − Rbr21

t

1 − r21q
t21. (5)

Writing

Z =
Tt(1 − Rbr21)

ta
=

t

1 − (r21q)
, (6)

we obtain a linear equation in q and t which reads

(1 − (r21q)Z = t, or t + r21Zq = Z. (7)

Note that Z as well as Rb can be obtained from elementary optical
quantities in PROSPECT. Since Rb can also be expressed in q and t by

Rb = q +
t2r21

1 − r21q
= q + tr21Z (8)

we obtain another linear equation in q and t which reads

r21Zt + q = Rb, (9)

so we now have two linear equations in q and t, which can be easily
solved to yield

t =
1 − Rbr21

1 − (r21Z)2
Z ; q =

Rb − r21Z2

1 − (r21Z)2
. (10)

2.3. Effects of border interfaces on fluorescence

Although the calculation of the border effects on the fluorescence
matrices is the last step of the model, it is described here since the
same quantities as used in the previous section are used here again.
From here onwards, excitation and fluorescence fluxes are symbol-
ized using the letters E and F, respectively, and subscripts e and f are
be used to indicate the wavelengths of excitation and fluorescence,
respectively. As in Fig. 3, the vertical levels corresponding to the top
and the bottom of the mesophyll layer are 1 and 2. ChlF emitted from
the leaf mesophyll layer can thus be described by the equations

F−(2) = f E−(1) + gE+(2) (11)

F+(1) = gE−(1) + f E+(2) (12)

After incorporating the leaf-air interfaces at the top and the
bottom, we apply similar equations, in which we use double-primed
fluorescence quantities and the vertical levels are 0 and 3 instead of
1 and 2:

F−(3) = f ′′ E−(0) + g′′ E+(3) (13)

F+(0) = g′′ E−(0) + f ′′ E+(3) (14)

As derived in Appendix C, the double-primed backward and
forward fluorescence quantities are given by

f ′′ = Xe
[
(Ye + Yf )g + (1 + YeYf )f

]
Xf (15)

g′′ = Xe
[
(1 + Ye + Yf )g + (Ye + Yf )f

]
Xf (16)

where

Xk =
t21k

1 − r21kRbk
, Yk =

tkr21k

1 − qkr21k
, (k = e, f ). (17)

It can be concluded that the effects of the border interfaces on the
leaf mesophyll fluorescence matrices are easy to implement.
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2.4. The doubling method

The doubling algorithm is a powerful tool for the calculation
of radiative transfer in a homogeneous medium. It can easily be
extended to include fluorescence and therefore it has been selected
as the method applied in Fluspect to calculate the fluorescence
matrices f and g of the leaf mesophyll layer.

In the doubling method we work with a small quantity e, which
represents the fraction of the total optical thickness of the layer to
be simulated. If the whole layer is divided into a large number 2n

of thin and optically identical sub layers, then e = 2−n, where n is
the number of doubling steps to be applied. When applied to the
Kubelka-Munk differential equations, radiative transfer for a single
layer without considering fluorescence is approximated by

E−(1) = [1 − (k + s)e]E−(0) + seE+(1), (18)

E+(0) = seE−(0) + [1 − (k + s)e]E+(1) (19)

where k is the absorption coefficient and s the backscattering coef-
ficient. For a homogeneous and optically thick layer we may define
the reflectance q and the transmittance t by

E−(b) = tE−(t) + qE+(b) (20)

E+(t) = qE−(t) + tE+(b) (21)

where b and t indicate the bottom and the top of the layer, respec-
tively. Since the Kubelka-Munk system has an analytical solution, the
relationship between k and s on one hand and q and t on the other is
known and given by the equations

q =
r∞(1 − e−2m)
1 − r2∞e−2m

; t =
(1 − r2∞)e−m

1 − r2∞e−2m
, (22)

where m =
√

k(k + 2s) and r∞ =
k + s − m

s
=

s
k + s + m

. (23)

However, in order to establish the starting equations (Eqs. (18)
and (19)) of the doubling procedure, we need to derive the absorp-
tion and scattering coefficients k and s from given q and t. The
solution of this equation is given in Appendix B, and the result is
given by

s =
2a

a2 − 1
ln b; k =

a − 1
a + 1

ln b, (24)

where

a =
1 + q2 − t2 +

√
D

2q
; b =

1 − q2 + t2 +
√

D
2t

; (25)

D = (1 − q + t)(1 + q − t)(1 − q − t)(1 + q + t). (26)

To include ChlF in the doubling algorithm, we express the hemi-
spherical fluorescence for a single elementary layer at the start of the
procedure by

v = 0.5gV(kf )kChl(ke)s(ke,kf ), (27)

where g is the fluorescence quantum efficiency in radiation energy
units, V is the fluorescence spectral distribution function in nm−1 at

photosystem level, kChl is the absorption optical thickness, also taken
as the excitation spectrum of the chlorophyll in the leaf mesophyll
layer, and s is a sigmoid function given by

s(ke,kf ) =
1

1 + exp
[
(ke − kf )/10)

] (28)

This function is used to suppress the so-called anti-Stokes fluores-
cence. It goes to zero if the wavelength of excitation largely exceeds
the wavelength of fluorescence.

To incorporate fluorescence in the doubling method, for the
fluorescence wavelength Eqs. (18) and 19 are modified into

F−(1) = [1 − (kf + sf )e]F−(0) + sf eF+(1) + veE−(0) + veE+(1), (29)

F+(0) = sf eF−(0) + [1 − (kf + sf )e]F+(1) +veE−(0) +veE+(1), (30)

and for the excitation wavelength we write as before

E−(1) = [1 − (ke + se)e]E−(0) + seeE+(1), (31)

E+(0) = seeE−(0) + [1 − (ke + se)e]E+(1). (32)

These equations form the basis under the doubling procedure
with fluorescence included. A doubling step consists in combining
two identical layers and calculating the reflectance, transmittance,
backward fluorescence and forward fluorescence of the combined
layer. With the initial equations, given by

rk = ske; tk = 1 − (kk + sk)e; fk = vke; gk = vke; (k = e, f ) (33)

the resulting doubling step is expressed by

xk =
tk

1 − r2
k

; t′
k = tkxk, r′

k = rk (1 + t′
k) , (k = e, f ). (34)

f ′ = f (xe + xf ) + gxexf (re + rf ) (35)

g′ = g
[
1 + xexf (1 + rerf )

]
+ f (xere + xf rf ) (36)

where the primed quantities refer to the newly formed double layer.
These equations, which are derived in Appendix A, are still rel-

atively simple, which explains the high computational speed of the
doubling algorithm for the calculation of fluorescence. A full calcu-
lation of the four excitation-fluorescence matrices (backward and
forward matrices for both photosystems PS-I and PS-II) at 1 nm spec-
tral resolution with Matlab takes only about 0.1 sec on an average
PC. The optimum number of doubling steps depends on the machine
floating point precision and the required accuracy. A small number of
doubling steps leads to a low numerical precision in the approxima-
tion of the differential equations of radiative transfer. On the other
hand, a large number of doubling steps leads to a very small value of
e, and for the given floating point machine precision this may lead
to a relative inaccurate difference between the transmittance and
unity at the start of the algorithm. For 32-bit floating point numbers
it turns out that 15 doubling steps gives a fair compromise between
both criteria mentioned.

2.5. Implementation of Fluspect in SCOPE

In this paper Fluspect is used independently, but for a broader
understanding it is useful to briefly address the implementation of
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Fluspect in the canopy radiative transfer and energy balance model
SCOPE (Van der Tol et al., 2009). In SCOPE, Fluspect is executed
first, and the output of reflectance, transmittance and ChlF matrices
f and g are stored for later use in the radiative transfer and energy
balance routines for the whole canopy. This procedure is accurate
for reflectance and transmittance, as long as pigment concentrations
and structure are uniform throughout the canopy. However, the ChlF
matrices f′ and g′ are not uniform, because the fluorescence emis-
sion efficiencies gI and gII depend on the efficiency of competing
quenching mechanisms of photochemical quenching (PQ) and non-
photochemical quenching (NPQ), which in turn depend on quantities
that vary in the canopy: leaf temperature, illumination and carboxy-
lation capacity (Van der Tol et al., 2014). Because the matrices f′ and
g′ scale linearly with g, it is not necessary to run Fluspect for all leaves
separately. It is sufficient to correct f′ and g′ (of PS-II) for the effects
of PQ and NPQ per leaf, by multiplying them by a coefficient gII/gII(0)
afterwards, where gII(0) is the default value, and gII is calculated as
function of PQ and NPQ separately for each leaf in the canopy follow-
ing Van der Tol et al. (2014). With the corrected f′ and g′, the ChlF
emission by sunlit and shaded leaves of different orientation and
optical depth in the canopy is calculated. The re-absorption and scat-
tering of the emitted ChlF in the canopy is calculated by a separate
radiative transfer routine (Van der Tol et al., 2009).

3. Methodology

We compared simulations of the Fluspect model to measure-
ments of reflectance, transmittance and ChlF spectra for plants
grown in a greenhouse. The experiment (Section 3.1) was designed
to maximize between plant differences in pigment content. This
enabled us to verify the simulated dependence of ChlF on pig-
ment content using the procedure as sketched in Fig. 4: by first
fitting the model to observed reflectance and transmittance, and next
comparing simulated to observed ChlF (Section 3.2).

3.1. Experimental setup

A total number of 96 pots of barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and sugar
beet (Beta vulgaris L.) were grown in a greenhouse under controlled
conditions in Forschungszentrum Jülich between December 2013
and March 2014. Because daylight hours were too short and many
days were cloudy, the natural light was complemented with artificial
light from growth lamps for 15 h per day, from 6 am to 9 pm, such
that the total light intensity remained relatively stable throughout
the day. The plants were grown under three different light condi-
tions (16 pots per treatment per species). A portion of the pots was
grown under full light conditions (HL treatment) with incoming pho-
tosynthetically active radiation (iPAR) of about 1000 lmol photons
m−2 s−1 (measured in the greenhouse with Li-190SL), and the other
two portions under reduced light, by covering them either with one

(OC treatment, filtering out about 60% of full iPAR) or two layers of
shade cloth (DC treatment, filtering out about 85% of full PPFD), to
provoke differences in leaf pigment content and acclimation of pho-
tosynthesis to light conditions. When the plants were fully grown, a
part of the pots grown under full light were exposed to water deficits
(D treatment).

3.1.1. Reflectance, transmittance and chlorophyll fluorescence
measurements

Measurements were taken on the leaves of intact plants using one
or two healthy and fully developed leaves per pot. Due to insufficient
growth of sugar beet under lower light intensities, measurements of
sugar beet were only performed on plants grown in full light condi-
tions. The measurements were carried out using artificial excitation
light, except for one sunny day in March, when measurements were
taken outdoor in full sunlight on a few high light (HL) adapted barley
leaves and a few samples from the water deficit (D) group.

The setup consisted of a spectroradiometer (FieldSpec 4, ASD
Inc.) connected to a FluoWat leaf clip (Alonso et al., 2007), through
an optical fibre. The portable FluoWat leaf clip enables one to dis-
criminate the emitted ChlF from the reflected and transmitted light
by consecutive measurements using unfiltered and filtered incident
light. A short-pass filter can be slotted into the opening for incident
light, which cuts off the incoming light spectrum between 650 and
850 nm. We used a TechSpec OD4 short-pass filter (Edmund Optics
GmbH, Germany). The leaf is positioned in the leaf clip, normally
with its adaxial side facing the light source. The measurements are
taken on either side of the leaf, such that the ‘forward’ and ‘backward’
ChlF signal (650 to 850 nm) are measured. A standard reflectance
panel is used to estimate the incident (unfiltered, I) and the filtered
(If) incident radiation and the exact transmittance of the filter. For
more details on the FluoWat leaf clip, see Van Wittenberghe et al.
(2013). The samples were illuminated by a cold light lamp (KL 2500
LCD, SCHOTT B.V., The Netherlands) as an artificial and constant light
source to collect indoor measurements under 5 different light inten-
sities, with iPAR ranging from 100 to 700 lmol photons m−2 s−1.
When measuring the spectra at different light intensities, we marked
the position of the leaf clip on the leaf, to keep the measurement
position constant. An example of the data obtained from the FluoWat
is presented in Fig. 5. The transmittance of the filter (t), the apparent
(i.e. including fluorescence contribution) reflectance (Ra) and trans-
mittance (Ta), the backward (Fu) and forward fluorescence (Fd) were
calculated as

t =
If

I
(37)

Ra =
Eu

I
(38)

Fig. 4. Fluspect model evaluation process. Leaf pigment contents and structural properties were retrieved from reflectance and transmittance (the superscript ‘1’ denotes model
retrieval or inversion), followed by the simulation of ChlF. Both retrieved parameters and simulated ChlF were compared to measurements.
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Ta =
Ed

I
(39)

Fu =
Euf − Eut

1 − t
(40)

Fd =
Edf − Edt

1 − t
(41)

The true reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) were calculated as

R = Ra for wl < 650 nm and for wl > 850 nm (42)

R = Ra − Fu for 650 nm < wl < 850 nm (43)

T = Ta for wl < 650 nm for wl > 680 nm (44)

T = Ta − Fu for 650 nm < wl < 850 nm (45)

It should be noted that the measurements below 660 nm are
unreliable due to the cut-off filter’s characteristics. Between approx-
imately 650 and 660 nm, the filter has an ‘opening’, which causes a
sharp rise in the measured ChlF spectrum. Thus this is not ChlF, but
a measurement artefact.

Unlike solar light, the artificial light was not fully collimated.
This caused additional scattering in the opening of the FluoWat clip,
which affected our estimate of the filter transmittance and thus ChlF.
To correct for this contamination, we retrieved the true t∗ and a
down-scaling factor a. Three additional measurements were taken
at the intensity of about 700 lmol photons m−2 s−1: white reference
without filter while keeping the plastic holder on (Ih), white ref-
erence without filter and without the plastic holder (Ie) and white
reference with the filter (I∗). These measurements were used to
calculate the true t∗ and a down-scaling factor a:

t∗ =
I∗

Ih
(46)

a =
Ih

Ie
(47)

Finally, ChlF was retrieved:

Fu =
Euf − Eu a t∗

1 − t∗ (48)

Fd =
Edf − Ed a t∗

1 − t∗ (49)

3.1.2. Destructive measurements of leaf biochemical and structural
properties

We cut circles with diameter of 9 mm for further determination of
specific leaf area (SLA [cm2 mg−1]), leaf water content (Cw [g cm−2]),
dry matter content (Cdm [g cm−2]) and relative dry matter con-
tent (LDMC, leaf dry mass/fresh mass) of the sampled leaves. Total
chlorophyll (Cab [lg cm−2]) and carotenoid (Ccar [lg cm−2]) con-
tent was determined with UV-VIS spectroscopy (Uvikon XL, Bio-tec
instruments) by 100% acetone extraction according to Lichtenthaler
and Buschmann (2001).

3.2. Retrieval of model parameters

We used reflectance and transmittance data of 23 barley leaves (of
which 9 were also measured outdoors) and 11 sugar beet leaves, in the
spectral range from 400 nm to 1800 nm for parameter retrieval. Data
of each leaf sample were used separately in the model simulations.

The retrieved parameters were chlorophyll (Cab), carotenoid
(Ccar), leaf water (Cw), dry matter (Cdm) and senescent material (Cs,
brown pigments) content, and leaf mesophyll structure parameter
(N). The two remaining parameters, notably fluorescence quantum
efficiency for PS-I and PS-II (gI and gII), which have no effect on
reflectance and transmittance, were retrieved separately.

The structural parameters were obtained after fitting the
modelled R and T spectra to measurements at one light intensity
(iPAR = 300 lmol photons m−2 s−1). The two fluorescence quantum
efficiency parameters, gI and gII, were retrieved at all light intensities,
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while keeping structural parameters constant at their retrieved val-
ues. A trust-region algorithm was applied in Matlab using the built-in
function ‘lsqnonlin’ to quantify a cost function. The stopping crite-
ria were an insignificant change in parameter values and a minimum
improvement in the cost function of 10−6; iteration stopped when
one of these criteria were met. The algorithm provided optimised
parameters once for each leaf. The choice of starting values did not
affect the result, indicating that local minima did not occur because
the spectral effect of each parameter was sufficiently distinct. The
following cost function was applied:

C = (M − S)2 (50)

where M is the measured spectrum in the form of a vector and S the
corresponding simulation re-sampled to the resolution of the ASD
FieldSpec 4 bands.

The parameters were retrieved by fitting just reflectance, just
transmittance, and by fitting both at the same time. The results
of the three alternative procedures were compared to each other.
The retrieved parameter values were compared to corresponding
destructive measurements of the same leaves by calculating the root
mean-squared error (RMSE) and Pearson’s correlation coefficients
(R2) as measures for the goodness-of-fit. It should be noted that
this is only an indicative comparison as the parameters of a radia-
tive transfer model may not be directly comparable to measurable
quantities.

Error propagation in the retrieval of parameters and the simu-
lation of ChlF was carried using the Jacobian (J) of the model. The
uncertainty in the parameters DP was calculated from the standard
deviation of the measured spectra DM as

DP = (JRT JRT
′)−1JRT

′DM (51)

where JRT is a matrix with the partial derivatives of the reflectance
or transmittance at each wavelength (rows) to each parameter
(columns). The uncertainty in the simulated ChlF was calculated
from DP as

DF = JFDP (52)

where JF is a matrix with the partial derivatives of the ChlF at each
wavelength (rows) to each parameter (columns).

3.3. Backward and forward chlorophyll fluorescence simulations

The optimised parameters obtained at a light intensity of iPAR =
300 lmol photons m−2 s−1 by fitting both R and T simultaneously,
were further used to simulate forward and backward ChlF at all light
intensities. The filtered incident light spectrum of each measurement
was provided as the incident light input parameter. In these sim-
ulations it was assumed that the emission efficiency of ChlF was a
constant, hence gI and gII for photosystems I and II were kept con-
stant. We maintained them at the default values for both species:
0.001 and 0.02, for gI and gII, respectively. Because these efficiencies
were kept constant, the simulated ChlF should be proportional to the
illumination intensity. Comparison between measured and modelled
ChlF at different light intensities then reveals possible variations in
emission efficiency.

Simulated and measured spectra of ChlF at the two peaks were
compared to each other by calculating the RMSE and R−2. Next,
differences between treatments were evaluated for both species. In
case of comparing two treatments, HL and D, a two-tailed t-test was
used. Comparison between all treatments for barley was performed
by using a one-way ANOVA test.

As a final step, the efficiencies gI and gII were fitted to each obser-
vation of ChlF separately at all light intensities, by including the mea-
sured ChlF spectra in the cost function. During this procedure, we
kept other parameter values constant at optimised values obtained at
a light intensity of iPAR = 300 lmol photons m−2 s−1 by fitting both
R and T simultaneously. This enabled us to investigate, how the emis-
sion efficiencies vary between the species, treatment, light intensity,
and with light quality (i.e. artificial light versus natural solar light).

4. Results and discussion

In this section we compare measured and simulated reflectance
and ChlF spectra (obtained for both artificial and natural sunlight),
measured and retrieved PROSPECT parameters, and we evaluate the
model performance to reproduce variations in ChlF due to variations
in PROSPECT parameters.

4.1. Reflectance and transmittance

In Table 2 we show the RMSE in-between the spectra measured
at 5 different light intensities, and between the simulated spectrum
and the 5 measured spectra, for both species. For this comparison,
spectra were divided into 3 bands: VIS (400–700 nm), NIR1 (700–
1000 nm, which is where the range of the second detector of the ASD
ends) and NIR2 (1000–1800 nm).

The RMSEs between measured spectra indicate the reproducibil-
ity of the measurements. The low values in the VIS (less than 0.025)
indicate good reproducibility. However, the RMSEs in the NIR regions
display values up to 0.09, possibly either due to measurement error
or the artificial light’s properties. In the NIR region of some measure-
ments, the sum of R and T spectra exceeds one. Leaves with either
a higher quantity of trichoma or/and an increased cuticle thick-
ness are known to have a non-Lambertian reflectance (Slaton et al.,
2001; Woolley, 1971). This effect, together with scattering within the
chamber may have been responsible for an overestimate of R. When
tuning simultaneously for both R and T spectrum, this overestimate
may cause an inaccurate estimation of model parameters that affect
reflectance in the NIR region, notably Cs and Cw. The effect on Cab and
Ccar, which were of most interest for this study, is limited.

The RMSEs of modelled compared to measured spectra indicate
the model performance. The spectral RMSEs for the VIS are generally
less than 0.03, indicating good spectrum reconstruction (Jacquemoud
et al., 1996) for both reflectance and transmittance. Also, the values
are generally comparable to RMSEs between measurements, indi-
cating that the model fit was acceptable. It should be noted that
fitting the model does not result in an exact match between model
and measurements. This is due to the fact that the optical proper-
ties of the absorbing materials (Cab, Cdm etc.) are prescribed inputs
spectra of the model. They were not tuned to the measurements,
and therefore, some spectral mismatch can remain after retrieving
the concentrations (but not the spectral shapes) of the absorbing
materials.

An example of measured reflectance and transmittance spectra,
optimised for either reflectance and transmittance or both simulta-
neously, is represented in Fig. 6. The measured spectra show typical
characteristics of a plant leaf, with R and T being low in the VIS
and high in the NIR region. The two leaves compared in the figure
differ in Cab concentrations. The leaf with lower Cab concentration
has higher R and T in the VIS region. The general effects of leaf
pigment content and leaf structure on R and T of leaves has been
extensively studied before (Demarez, 1999; Gitelson et al., 1998,
2003) and complies with our findings, but is not the focus of this
study.
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Table 2
(a) RMSE of measured reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) spectra shown for all leaves of barley and sugar beet, measured indoors. Spectra measured at 5 different light
intensities were compared to the spectrum measured at 200 lmol photons m−2 s−1, (b) RMSE of simulated compared to measured (at iPAR = 200 lmol photons m−2 s−1) R and T
spectra. The following spectral regions were distinguished: VIS (400–700 nm), NIR1 (700–1000 nm, which is where the range of the second detector of the ASD ends) and NIR2
(1000–1800 nm).

Band Spectrum (a) Barley Sugar beet (b) Barley Sugar beet

VIS (400–700 nm) R 0.025 0.018 0.032 0.023
T 0.018 0.011 0.022 0.015

lNIR1 (700–1000 nm) R 0.089 0.083 0.076 0.082
T 0.094 0.077 0.080 0.074

NIR2 (1000–1800 nm) R 0.079 0.073 0.070 0.074
T 0.094 0.073 0.084 0.074

4.2. Parameter retrievals

Parameters obtained by destructive analysis (Cab, Ccar, Cdm
and Cw) were compared to the attributable retrieved PROSPECT
parameters (Fig. 7). Supporting statistical data is shown in Table 3.
Retrieved PROSPECT Cab parameter for barley is in a strong agree-
ment with destructive measurements for barley (R2 ranges from 0.69
to 0.75 with RMSE of approximately 3 to 5.5 lg cm−2 for the three
tuning options). On the other hand, the R2 for sugar beet reaches a
maximum value of only 0.36, most likely due to the narrow range of
variation of experimental data. However, RMSEs are similar for both
species. Compared to other parameter retrieval methods, our results
for barley provide a fairly good estimate for Cab concentrations, with
encouragingly low RMSE values. Different approaches, for example
PROSPECT inversion according to Demarez (1999) and Jacquemoud
et al. (1996) and a regression algorithm based on the Gaussian
Processes by Van Wittenberghe et al. (2014), gave similar results for
goodness-of-fit and the RMSE values for retrieved versus measured
Cab concentrations.

The retrievals of Ccar values were fairly good, especially when
outdoor samples were included in the calculations (Table 3, ‘All
samples’): R2 is 0.6, when optimising for T and R simultaneously.
Retrieved Cw is underestimated and the measured variability is not
reproduced (see low R2 in Table 3 and the clusters of Cw in Fig. 7).
Similar holds for retrieved Cdm and for many samples the retrieval

of Cdm failed completely. However, for outdoor measurements all
retrievals were successful. We attribute the failed retrievals to the
measurement error of both spectral (explained in Section 4.1) and
destructive measurements. The reliability of the destructive Cw and
Cdm measurements is limited, as dry matter and water content are
difficult to measure accurately in practice, due to the impact of
sample preparation, rehydration procedure and time of collection
(Garnier et al., 2001; Turner, 1981).

Leaf senescent material (Cs) and leaf mesophyll structure param-
eter (N) were also retrieved. Information on average values of
retrieved parameters can be found in Table 9. Cs was on aver-
age approximately 0.06 for barley leaves (with the exception of OC
group) and 0.09 for sugar beet leaves. The two species differed sig-
nificantly in the leaf structure parameter N, with average treatment
values ranging from 1.53–1.6 for barley and 1.43–1.46 for sugar
beet leaves. Generally, N ranging between 1 and 1.5 corresponds to
monocotyledons (in this case barley) and between 1.5 and 2.5 corre-
sponds to dicotyledons (sugar beet) (Jacquemoud and Baret, 1990).
Thus, sugar beet values of N fall slightly below the expected val-
ues, which could be due to both specific growing conditions and leaf
immaturity.

The statistical analysis in Table 3 gave best general results for
parameters obtained by optimising for R and T simultaneously
and we use these results for ChlF spectra simulations in further
evaluation of the model.
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4.3. Simulated chlorophyll fluorescence

Fig. 8 shows ChlF spectra for two leaves (the leaves shown in
Fig. 6, namely high and low Cab), both with default values of g (left)

and with g tuned for each sample separately. Applying the default
values of g, the red peak of ChlF is reproduced fairly well, but the
far-red peak is underestimated, especially for backward ChlF. These
over and underestimates partly disappear after tuning g, but some

Table 3
Statistical data supporting Fig. 7. R2 and RMSE are represented per species and for all samples (including barley leaves measured outdoors) for each of the optimised Fluspect
parameters versus their measured equivalents (Cab [lg cm−2], Ccar [lg cm−2], Cdm [g cm−2], Cw [cm]). Cdm is shown for all samples only. Parameters were optimised to best
reproduce measured transmittance, reflectance, or both simultaneously.

Transmittance Reflectance Tran + Refl

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

Barley Cab 0.75 5.4 0.71 3.2 0.69 4.5
Ccar 0.42 1.1 0.08 0.9 0.29 0.8
Cw 0.03 0.0034 0.10 0.0025 0.02 0.0035

Sugar beet Cab 0.03 4.4 0.12 3.8 0.36 8.8
Ccar 0.08 0.7 0.21 3.1 0.41 1.8
Cw 0.17 0.0038 0.13 0.0038 0.12 0.0055

All samples Cab 0.69 5.9 0.55 8.6 0.64 7.0
Ccar 0.40 1.1 0.51 2.5 0.60 1.4
Cdm 0.12 0.0033 0.05 0.0012 0.02 0.0070
Cw 0.02 0.0037 0.04 0.0040 0.03 0.0043
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discrepancies remain; for example, the underestimation of the far-
red peak, the shallower valley between the two peaks and a some-
what narrower red peak.

The higher red peak for the lower Cab leaf confirms that red ChlF
is re-absorbed (Van Wittenberghe et al., 2015). We expected that
by tuning the emission efficiencies, the underestimate of the far-red
ChlF would disappear, because the two peaks are scaled separately:
gI affects the far-red peak and gII mostly the red peak (Franck et al.,
2002). However, this proved not to be the case. The remaining under-
estimate of the far-red peak after tuning g suggests that there is a
problem with the shape of the emission spectra. Another explanation
for the underestimate could be the measurement conditions; in par-
ticular, the effect that the different spectral quality of the incoming
light might have on a leaf, compared to that of solar light.

In Fig. 9, we show the relationship between measured and sim-
ulated ChlF at the two peaks (690 nm and 740 nm) at three light
intensities for all samples. For each leaf, we retrieved a separate set
of model parameters from R and T at one light intensity, but the
emission efficiency parameters (g) were kept constant at default val-
ues, for PS-I and PS-II, respectively. In Fig. 9, we present HL, OC
and DC treatments for barley collectively, whereas samples exposed
to reduced soil moisture (D) are presented separately due to the
fact that they differed most from all other samples (analysed using
one-way ANOVA, not shown).

ChlF is better reproduced for the red peak than far-red peak
for both species, as already suggested in Fig. 8 and supported by
the degree of agreement between measured and simulated values
(with R2 ranging from 0.18 to 0.99 for 690 nm peak compared to R2

ranging from 0.02 to 0.98 for 760 nm peak) presented in Table 4.
Moreover, results in Table 4 indicate that model predictions are
generally better for forward ChlF. This is to be expected, as the light
passing through the leaf interacts more with the inner leaf structure
than reflected light, in contrast to reflected light and backward ChlF,
which are mostly affected by the upper layers (Van Wittenberghe
et al., 2015), where leaf anatomy might play a more significant role
in light propagation.

The agreement between backward measured and simulated ChlF
varies: for sugar beet they are in a high agreement (R2 ranges from a

minimum of 0.53 for 740 nm peak to 0.88 for 690 nm peak), in con-
trast to barley, where R2 reaches a maximum of 0.38, where only
indoor samples are considered. However, at the highest light inten-
sity (Fig. 9c), where barley measured outdoors is shown together
with indoors HL samples only, the combined R2 reaches 0.98. More-
over, the inclusion of barley outdoor samples generally improves
the agreement between the simulations and measurements, for both
forward and backward ChlF.

Thus for sugar beet, we can explain most of the variability of ChlF
emission at the top and bottom of the leaf from the six PROSPECT
biochemical and structural parameters alone (keeping emission
efficiency at the photo-system level constant) (Gitelson et al., 1998;
Jacquemoud et al., 1996; Van Wittenberghe et al., 2015). On the other
hand, for barley leaves, PROSPECT parameters do not explain the
variations in ChlF, when all experimental treatments of indoor mea-
surements are combined in the analysis. The magnitude of simulated
backward ChlF for barley samples measured indoors is significantly
lower than that of the measurements, and the simulations show less
variability.

4.3.1. Relations between experimental treatments
In Fig. 9, we can observe an apparent difference in ChlF between

reduced soil moisture samples (D) and all other samples. The reduced
soil moisture samples were selected from the plants grown under
high light (HL), and were later exposed to reduced soil moisture.
These samples appear to show significantly different values for the
PROSPECT parameters than the HL samples (Table 5). The simulated
and measured ChlF are also significantly different between HL and D
for barley (Table 6), but for sugar beet, the significant difference in
ChlF is only reproduced for the backward flux.

In Table 5 we show the differences in PROSPECT parameters
between groups. For barley, differences in chlorophyll and
carotenoid concentrations explain most of variation between treat-
ments. The average Cab and Ccar concentrations of the D samples was
higher than that of the HL samples (Table 9). This is contrary to what
we expected, and suggests that other factors, such as leaf develop-
ment with age or Julian date (the D samples were measured later),
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Fig. 9. Modelled versus measured backward and forward ChlF at 690 and 740 nm for three light intensities (approximated): (a) 200, (b) 500 and (c) 700–800 lmol photons (m−2)
(s−1); for two species: barley measured indoors (red circles; only HL represented at (c)), barley measured outdoors (black squares; only represented at (c)) and sugar beet (blue
triangles). Empty symbols represent reduced soil moisture samples. Note that for each indoors sample all model parameters were fixed at the optimised values for one light
intensity, and the emission efficiency parameters (g) for both photosystems were kept constant. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

may have caused the differences in biochemical and structural prop-
erties between the treatments rather than drought stress. However,
regardless of the explanation for the differences between HL and D
samples, the model reproduces these differences accurately.

4.3.2. The role of the emission efficiency parameters
As mentioned previously, the emission efficiency parameters (g)

for both photosystems were initially kept constant, in order to
evaluate the effects of leaf biochemical and structural properties.

Table 4
Statistical data supporting Fig. 9. R2 and RMSE are represented for all samples (including barley leaves measured outdoors) and by species for each light intensity. Data was
modelled from optimised parameters for both transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) simultaneously; each was evaluated separately, namely as ‘Forward’ and ‘Backward’. All model
parameters were fixed at the optimised values at one light intensity for each sample.

Forward Backward

Barley Sugar beet All samples Barley Sugar beet All samples

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

ChlF690 iPAR200 0.73 0.11 0.81 0.13 0.59 0.16 0.38 0.23 0.88 0.13 0.50 0.22
iPAR500 0.79 0.23 0.72 0.34 0.67 0.34 0.18 0.60 0.76 0.41 0.26 0.60
iPAR750 0.99 0.11 0.90 0.32 0.93 0.38 0.99 0.15 0.73 0.65 0.96 0.50

ChlF740 iPAR200 0.76 0.16 0.82 0.19 0.76 0.18 0.25 0.33 0.83 0.21 0.37 0.33
iPAR500 0.59 0.46 0.61 0.61 0.50 0.56 0.02 0.84 0.76 0.54 0.06 0.90
iPAR750 0.97 0.34 0.68 0.83 0.86 1.04 0.98 0.33 0.53 1.11 0.95 0.72

Table 5
Differences in PROSPECT parameters between treatments of barley and sugar beet: plants grown under full sunlight (HL), plants grown under one shade cloth (OC), plants grown
under double shade cloth (DC), plants grown under full sunlight exposed to reduced soil moisture (D); result of a t-test. Level of significance is represented by *** for p≤ 0.001, **
for p>0.001 and p≤ 0.01, * for p> 0.01 and p> 0.05 and – for no significance.

Compared groups Cab Ccar Cw Cdm Cs N

Barley HL OC – – – – – –
HL DC * *** – – – –
HL D * * – – – –
OC DC * * – – – –
OC D * ** – – – –
DC D *** *** – – – –

Sugar beet HL D – – * – – –
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Table 6
Differences in the two peaks of ChlF spectra (s - simulated, m - measured) at three different light intensities (iPAR), for barley and sugar beet, as a result of exposing the plants
grown under full sunlight (HL) to reduced soil moisture (D); result of a t-test. Level of significance is represented by *** for p≤ 0.001, ** for p>0.001 and p≤ 0.01, * for p> 0.01 and
p> 0.05 and – for no significance.

Backward Forward

ChlF690s ChlF690m ChlF740s ChlF740m ChlF690s ChlF690m ChlF740s ChlF740m

Barley iPAR200 HL D *** *** *** *** * *** *** ***
iPAR300 HL D *** *** *** *** * ** *** ***
iPAR500 HL D *** *** *** *** * ** *** ***

Sugar beet iPAR200 HL D * ** * * – * – *
iPAR300 HL D * * – * – * – *
iPAR500 HL D ** * * – – * – –

To study the potential effect of fluorescence emission efficiency
values (g), we further optimised these two parameters by minimiz-
ing the RMSE between simulated and measured ChlF, and compared
fitted g values to model default values (gII = 0.01 and gI = 0.002,
with a ratio of 1:5) based on work of Miller et al. (2005). In general,
both photosystems (PS-I and PS-II) contribute to the ChlF signal, but
PS-II causes most of the variability in the signal, contributing to both
red and far-red ChlF emission, while PS-I contributes up to 35% in the
form of far-red light (Palombi et al., 2011).

In Table 7, we explore the significance of differences in g values
between treatments. In most comparisons for barley, gII differs sig-
nificantly between treatments, whereas changes in gI are less evi-
dent. Thus, most of variability is due to gII, which supports our initial
assumption. Interestingly, gI is significantly different between HL
and D samples. However, for sugar beet samples, the results are less
clear, with varied differences between HL and D treatments in both
parameters for the light intensities.

These results are further supported by the results shown in
Table 8, where average retrieved values for various treatments are
presented and clear differences between treatments can also be
observed. This suggests that different treatments not only lead to
differences in leaf structure and pigment content, but also in leaf
physiology; as revealed by the emission efficiencies.

4.3.3. Relation between chlorophyll fluorescence and chlorophyll
concentration

We further focus on the role of Chl concentration, which we
expected to account for most of the variability of ChlF.

In Fig. 10, we show the relation of simulated and measured ChlF
to the increasing chlorophyll concentrations of the leaves. To repre-
sent the overall relationship between ChlF and Cab in the model, we
also plotted a simulation of ChlF versus Cab, increasing from 1 to 90
lg cm−2 in steps of 1, while keeping all other parameters constant.

Forward red ChlF shows a typical decline with chlorophyll con-
tent (Gitelson et al., 1998; Pedrós et al., 2010). This effect is due
to increasing chlorophyll re-absorption in the red with higher Cab

Table 7
Differences in efficiency parameters (gI and gII) between treatments over three differ-
ent light intensities (iPAR) for barley and sugar beet as a result of a one-way ANOVA.
As the differences are minimal, only iPAR300 for barley is shown. Level of significance
is represented by *** for p≤ 0.001, ** for p>0.001 and p≤ 0.01, * for p> 0.01 and
p> 0.05 and – for no significance.

Light intensity Compared groups gI gII

Barley iPAR300 HL OC – ***
HL DC – ***
HL D ** ***
OC DC – –
OC D – ***
DC D – **

Sugar beet iPAR200 HL D – *
iPAR300 HL D – *
iPAR500 HL D – –

concentrations (Agati et al., 1993; Gitelson et al., 1998; Van Witten-
berghe et al., 2014).

Barley samples again show much higher variations than sugar
beet. We note that concurrent photosynthesis measurements (data
not shown) showed that sugar beet, unlike barley, was unstressed
and showed high photosynthesis rates, which might explain the
higher agreement between measured and simulated ChlF. A link
between increased ChlF variability and a physiological down-
regulation of leaf photosynthesis was also reported by Schickling
etal. (2016). Moreover, barley plants were grown under various light
intensities, thus they not only differ in chlorophyll concentrations,
but also in the physiology and anatomy of the leaves.

4.3.4. Effect of illumination quantity
In both the measured and simulated ChlF spectra shown in Fig. 9,

ChlF levels increase significantly with increasing light intensity, as
expected (Gitelson et al., 1998; Van Wittenberghe et al., 2014).
However, analysis of changes in gI and gII with increasing light
intensity, either in general or within experimental groups, revealed no
variability. The range of illumination intensity (200–800 lmol pho-
tons m−2 s−1)waseithertoosmall,ortheexperimentaldesignwasnot
suitable to draw any conclusion on the effect of illumination intensity
on g. Consequently, these results are not reported in this paper.

4.3.5. Effect of illumination quality
Plant ontogenesis and plant spectral response at any period of

development are known to be greatly affected by the properties of
the light source (Gitelson et al., 1998; Hogewoning et al., 2010).
Fluspect simulates the excitation wavelength dependence of ChlF
through radiative transfer equations, but the spectral shapes of emis-
sion by the PS-I and PSI-II are independent of the excitation wave-
length (except that anti-Stokes radiation is suppressed). An open
question remains whether the spectral shape of the artificial light
source causes any physiological responses that are not accounted for
by the model.

To address this question, we compared measurements recorded
under full sunlight and under artificial light in the laboratory
(Fig. 11). These measurements were collected for the same leaf,
within 24 h of each other, to reduce the potential change in the
structural and biochemical properties of the leaves.

Assuming that leaf biochemical and structural properties
remained the same, we simulated R, T and ChlF for both leaves,
using the PROSPECT parameters retrieved for indoor measurements.
Since gI and gII might have changed between measurements, we
used values that were optimised for each leaf separately. The model
resembles spectra measured under natural sunlight better than those
measured under artificial light.

Although R and T spectra were similar (the same leaf was mea-
sured), the measurements show a relatively high red peak in the arti-
ficial light induced ChlF compared to the SIF. For the same emission
efficiencies, the model would predict an almost identical spectral
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Table 8
Average tuned values for photosystems I (gI) and II (gII) and their ratios for the following: (a) four barley groups (HL - high light, OC - one cloth, DC - double cloth, D - reduced
soil moisture), two sugar beet groups (HL - high light, D - reduced soil moisture) illuminated by artificial light; and (b) the difference between barley leaves of two treatments,
measured outdoors under natural illumination.

Barley Sugar beet

Setup gI SD gII SD Ratio gII/I gI SD gII SD Ratio gII/I

HL 1.5 • 10−3 4.8 • 10−4 7.9 • 10−3 1.3 • 10−3 5.3 1.2 • 10−3 3.0 • 10−4 8.1 • 10−3 1.5 • 10−3 6.7
OC 1.3 • 10−3 4.3 • 10−4 14.7 • 10−3 1.0 • 10−3 11.1 – – – – –
DC 1.3 • 10−3 1.6 • 10−4 14.1 • 10−3 1.2 • 10−3 10.6 – – – – –
D 0.7 • 10−3 2.5 • 10−4 10.9 • 10−3 0.7 • 10−3 15.8 0.7 • 10−3 5.1 • 10−4 10.5 • 10−3 0.3 • 10−3 14.3
HLout 2.8 • 10−3 2.1 • 10−4 6.8 • 10−3 0.8 • 10−3 2.4 – – – – –
Dout 2.8 • 10−3 0.6 • 10−4 6.8 • 10−3 1.1 • 10−3 2.4 – – – – –

Table 9
Average values of tuned parameters used for ChlF simulations and the error propagation in the retrieval of parameters expressed as (±) RMSE for each parameter, expressed as
percentage of the parameter.

Species Sample Cab % Cdm % Cw % Cs % Ccar % N %

Barley HL 28.6±3.9 3.3 0.002±3.4 • 10−3 114.5 0.009±3.6 • 10−3 6.0 0.059±0.09 64.7 2.9±0.37 4.6 1.57±0.12 2.3
OC 27.9±1.7 1.7 0.001±1.5 • 10−3 162.3 0.009±3.3 • 10−3 1.7 0 – 2.6±0.37 3.7 1.56±0.07 2.2
DC 17.4±1.2 4.4 0.004±3.3 • 10−3 71.9 0.012±5.8 • 10−3 7.8 0.068±0.11 81.0 1.8±0.20 11.8 1.53±0.15 2.0
D 37.1±7.2 2.2 0.002±4.4 • 10−3 30.9 0.012±1.9 • 10−3 2.8 0.061±0.08 49.6 3.5±0.62 3.6 1.59±0.07 3.8

Sugar beet HL 46.1±6.7 3.4 0.003±2.9 • 10−3 56.4 0.011±4.0 • 10−3 4.6 0.090±0.11 40.5 6.0±0.87 4.2 1.43±0.10 6.6
D 48.4±6.7 0.9 0.011±4.9 • 10−3 4.7 0.018±3.9 • 10−3 1.3 0.089±0.08 49.1 7.9±0.94 1.2 1.47±0.09 8.4

shape of the ChlF curves. In reality, the spectral shape of the artifi-
cial light may have favoured PS-II ChlF, as indicated by the retrieved
values of g.

By comparing optimised g values for the two settings (Table 8),
we found that the ratio gII/gI is lower outdoors (2.4) than in the
laboratory (5.3), mostly because gII was lower outdoor. This indicates
that there are other spectral effects not accounted for by the model.

4.4. Model sensitivity analysis

As mentioned in Section 3.2, we used a Jacobian (J) of the model
for determination of error propagation of the R and T measurements
into the retrieved parameters and the simulation of ChlF. We
investigated how a small change (a step of the size 10−6) in the
model parameters propagates into the simulated reflectance and

transmittance. The resulting Jacobian was then used to translate
the RMSE of the measured reflectance and transmittance at various
light intensities into RMSEs of the parameters (Table 9). The RMSEs
are expressed as percentages of the average values of the tuned
parameters.

The scale of error ranges from a few percent up to almost 160% for
the barley dry matter parameter. Cs and Cdm have by far the greatest
uncertainty for both species.

In the next step (Fig. 12), we investigated how the uncertainty in
retrieved model parameters propagated into the simulation of ChlF
spectra. It appears that the propagated uncertainty in ChlF is small
(see the shaded area’s in Fig. 12). Cs and Cdm contribute most to the
variability, in particular for the drought (D) and one cloth shaded
(OC) treatment. The retrieved values for these two parameters were
uncertain, but this is compensated for by the limited sensitivity of
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Fig. 10. Modelled and measured forward and backward ChlF at 690nm and at 740nm versus the optimised Fluspect parameter Cab for light intensity at 300 lmol photons m−2 s−1

for the two species (barley (circles) and sugar beet (triangles)). Empty symbols represent measured values and full symbols simulated values. The blue curve represents modelled
ChlF versus chlorophyll concentrations, while keeping all other model parameters fixed at the values of one representative barley leaf grown in high light.
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ChlF to these two parameters. However, the opposite is the case for
Cab: ChlF is rather sensitive to Cab, which was estimated accurately.
In both cases, the propagated uncertainty of ChlF is small.

5. Conclusions

We have presented the Fluspect-B model, a computation-
ally fast radiative transfer model that calculates leaf reflectance,
transmittance, and ChlF emission spectra between 640 nm and 850
nm from excitation spectra from 400 to 700 nm.

Parameter retrieval for leaf chlorophyll and carotenoid con-
centrations works reasonably well, particularly for transmittance.

However, we note that the retrieval could be further improved by
improving the specific absorption coefficients of leaf biochemical
components.

The model was able to reproduce observed variations in ChlF from
the retrieved (PROSPECT) parameters, in particular: (1) the increase
of ChlF with increasing radiance, and (2) the decrease of forward red
ChlF with chlorophyll content. Simulations agreed more with mea-
surements for the red peak and for forward simulations, than for the
far-red peak and backward simulations.

Furthermore, fluorescence emission efficiency parameters hold
potential additional information about dynamic behaviour of photo-
synthesis, as shown by differences in retrieved emission efficiencies.
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However, we could not explore this in further detail due to limita-
tions of the experimental data.

Our measurements were carried out mostly under artificial light;
a few measurements were carried out using sunlight as the exci-
tation source. It appears that the model reproduces the outdoor
measurements more accurately. The spectral distribution of the
excitation light appears to affect the shape of the measured ChlF
spectrum in a way that the model cannot fully reproduce. After
the calibration of PROSPECT parameters and fluorescence emission
efficiencies, some systematic differences between the measured and
simulated shapes of the ChlF spectra still remain. These are unre-
lated to the radiative transfer scheme, and rather suggest that the
initial PS-I and PS-II emission spectra used in the model need to
be improved. This improvement would also preferably be done by
taking high quality, SIF measurements.

We conclude that leaf biochemical and structural properties have
a substantial effect on ChlF and that Fluspect-B is able to repro-
duce these effects. Fluspect-B model is also computationally efficient,
which makes it possible to simulate reflectance and ChlF spec-
tra of whole vegetation canopies in a radiative transfer scheme
such as SCOPE. By means of inversions, biochemical and struc-
tural properties together with fluorescence emission efficiencies
could then be retrieved from field and airborne data of ChlF and
reflectance.
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Appendix A. Border effects on fluorescence

In order to calculate the effective fluorescent emission from the
complete leaf, we assume that the only incident flux is the forward
excitation flux at the top interface, E−(0). In this case we use the fol-
lowing equations to derive the incident fluxes on the leaf’s mesophyll
layer (see also Fig. 3).

E−(1) = taE−(0) + r21E+(1) (A.1)

E+(1) = qE−(1) + tE+(2) (A.2)

E−(2) = tE−(1) + qE+(2) (A.3)

E+(2) = r21E−(2) (A.4)

From the latter two of these equations we obtain first

(1 − qr21)E−(2) = tE−(1), (A.5)

and next we obtain the pair of equations

E−(1) − r21E+(1) = taE−(0) (A.6)

−qE−(1) + E+(1) = tr21E−(2) =
t2r21

1 − qr21
E−(1) (A.7)

Here the second equation gives the reflectance of the lowest two
layers together, Rb, since one can write

E+(1) =

[
q +

t2r21

1 − qr21

]
E−(1) = RbE−(1). (A.8)

We can now write

(1 − r21Rb)E−(1) = taE−(0), (A.9)

so

E−(1) =
ta

1 − r21Rb
E−(0) = XE−(0), (A.10)

where

X =
ta

1 − r21Rb
, (A.11)

and which is the forward flux incident at the top of the mesophyll
layer.

Since

(1 − qr21)E−(2) = tE−(1), (A.12)

we find

E−(2) =
t

1 − qr21
E−(1) =

t

1 − qr21
XE−(0), (A.13)

and finally

E+(2) = r21E−(2) =
tr21ta

(1 − qr21)(1 − r21Rb)
E−(0) = YXE−(0), (A.14)

where

Y =
tr21

1 − qr21
(A.15)

which gives the backward flux incident on the bottom of the meso-
phyll layer.

At the fluorescence wavelength the following equations are
applied:

F+(1) = gE−(1) + f E+(2) + qF−(1) + tF+(2) (A.16)

F−(2) = f E−(1) + gE+(2) + tF−(1) + qF+(2) (A.17)

F+(2) = r21F−(2) (A.18)

F−(1) = r21F+(1) (A.19)

Substitution of the second pair of equations in the first pair gives

F+(1) = gE−(1) + f E+(2) + qr21F+(1) + tr21F−(2), (A.20)

F−(2) = f E−(1) + gE+(2) + tr21F+(1) + qr21F−(2). (A.21)

and next we find

(1 − qr21)F+(1) − tr21F−(2) = gE−(1) + f E+(2) = P, (A.22)
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−tr21F+(1) + (1 − qr21)F−(2) = f E−(1) + gE+(2) = Q. (A.23)

The solution is given by

F+(1) =
(1 − qr21)P + tr21Q

(1 − qr21)2(tr21)
=

P + YQ
(1 − qr21)(1 − Y2)

, (A.24)

F−(2) =
tr21P + (1 − qr21)Q

(1 − qr21)2(tr21)
=

YP + Q
(1 − qr21)(1 − Y2)

. (A.25)

Substitution of P and Q finally gives

F+(1) =
(g + Yf )E−(1) + ( f + Yg)E+(2)

(1 − qr21)(1 − Y2)
, (A.26)

F−(2) =
(Yg + f )E−(1) + (Yf + g)E+(2)

(1 − qr21)(1 − Y2)
. (A.27)

The final fluorescence outputs at the top and the bottom of the
leaf are

F+(0) = t21F+(1) (A.28)

F−(3) = t21F−(2) (A.29)

In order to derive the effective fluorescence coefficients, first the
internal fluxes at the excitation wavelength have to be expressed in
the incident flux E−(0), and next the above equations are used to
determine the new fluorescence coefficients, which are called f′ and
g′. To make a clearer distinction between the wavelengths of excita-
tion and fluorescence, in the following we will use the subscripts e
and f. So we write

E−(1) = XeE−(0), (A.30)

E+(2) = YeXeE−(0) (A.31)

and

F+(1) =
(g + Yf f )E−(1) + ( f + Yf g)E+(2)

(1 − qf r21f )(1 − Y2
f )

, (A.32)

F−(2) =
(Yf g + f )E−(1) + (Yf f + g)E+(2)

(1 − qf r21f )(1 − Y2
f )

. (A.33)

Since the effective fluorescence coefficients are defined by

F−(3) = f ′E−(0), (A.34)

F+(0) = g′E−(0), (A.35)

it follows that

g′=
(g + Yf f )Xe + ( f + Yf g)YeXe

(1 − qf r21f )(1 − Y2
f )t21f

=Xe
(1 + Yf Ye)g + (Ye + Yf )f

(1 − qf r21f )(1 − Y2
f )t21f

, (A.36)

f ′=
(Yf g + f )Xe + (Yf f + g)YeXe

(1 − qf r21f )(1 − Y2
f )t21f

=Xe
(Ye + Yf )g + (1 + Yf Ye)f

(1 − qf r21f )(1 − Y2
f )t21f

. (A.37)

Some further simplification is still possible since, in general,

1 − r21Rb = 1 − r21

[
q +

t2r21

1 − r21q

]
= 1 − r21q − t2r2

21

1 − r21q
(A.38)

= (1 − r21q)

[
1 − t2r2

21

(1 − r21q

]
= (1 − r21q)(1 − Y2). (A.39)

This implies that

Xf =
t21f

(1 − qf r21)(1 − Y2
f )

=
t21f

1 − r21Rb
, (A.40)

and thus one can finally write

g′ = Xe[(1 + YeYf )g + (Ye + Yf )f ]Xf , (A.41)

f ′ = Xe[(Ye + Yf )g + (1 + YeYf )f ]Xf . (A.42)

Appendix B. Derivation of Kubelka-Munk parameters k and s

In order to derive k and s from given values of q and t, we first
establish that, from Eq. (23),

r−1
∞ − r∞ =

2m
s

andr−1
∞ + r∞ =

2(k + s)
s

= 2
k
s

+ 2, (B.1)

from which we obtain

s =
2m

r−1∞ − r∞
and (B.2)

2
k
s

= r−1
∞ − 2 + r∞ = r−1

∞ (1 − 2r∞ + r2
∞) =

(1 − r∞)2

r∞
, (B.3)

so

k =
m

r−1∞ − r∞

(1 − r∞)2

r∞
= m

(1 − r∞)2

1 − r2∞
= m

1 − r∞
1 + r∞

. (B.4)

In order to obtain m and r∞, we first introduce the auxiliary
quantities a and b defined by

a = r−1
∞ and b = em. (B.5)

Then one can write

q =
a−1(1 − b−2)
1 − a−2b−2

=
ab2 − a

a2b2 − 1
; t =

(1 − a−2)b−1

1 − a−2b−2
=

a2b − b
a2b2 − 1

(B.6)

The sum and the difference give

q + t =
ab2 − a + a2b − b

a2b2 − 1
=

(ab − 1)(a + b)
(ab − 1)(ab + 1)

=
a + b

ab + 1
; (B.7)

q − t =
ab2 − a − a2b + b

a2b2 − 1
=

(−ab − 1)(a − b)
(ab − 1)(ab + 1)

=
a − b

−ab + 1
. (B.8)

From these equations we obtain

a + b = (q + t)(1 + ab) = q + t + qab + tab; (B.9)

a − b = (q − t)(1 − ab) = q − t − qab + tab, (B.10)
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and next, again by summation and subtraction, one finds the impor-
tant relationships

a = q + tab; (B.11)

b = t + qab. (B.12)

The product of these equations gives

ab = qt + (q2 + t2)ab + qta2b2. (B.13)

From this quadratic equation in ab we can solve the product as

ab =
1 − q2 − t2 ± √

(1 − q2 − t2)2 − 4(qt)2

2qt

=
1 − q2 − t2 ± √

D
2qt

. (B.14)

where

D = (1 − q2 − t2)2 − 4(qt)2

= (1 − q2 − t2 + 2qt)(1 − q2 − t2 − 2qt)

= [1 − (q − t)2][1 − (q + t)2]

= (1 − q + t)(1 + q − t)(1 − q − t)(1 + q + t) (B.15)

Finally, we use Eqs. (B.11) and B.12 again to obtain a and b
separately as

a = q + tab = q +
1 − q2 − t2 ± √

D
2q

=
1 + q2 − t2 ± √

D
2q

; (B.16)

b = t + qab = t +
1 − q2 − t2 ± √

D
2t

=
1 − q2 + t2 ± √

D
2t

. (B.17)

The product of the two solutions for a equals

1 + q2 − t2 +
√

D
2q

1 + q2 − t2 − √
D

2q
=

=
(1 + q2 − t2)2 − [(1 − q2 − t2)2 − 4(qt)2]

4q2

=
[(1 + q2 + t2) + (1 − q2 − t2)]

4q2

•
[(1 + q2 − t2) − (1 − q2 − t2) − (1 − q2 − t2)] + 4(qt)2

4q2

=
4(1 − t2)q2 + 4q2t2

4q2
= 1 (B.18)

The same holds for those of b. Since, according to their given def-
initions, both a and b are greater than or equal to unity, we have to
select the greater of the two solutions as the correct ones in both
cases, i.e.

a =
1 + q2 − t2 +

√
D

2q
; b =

1 − q2 + t2 +
√

D
2t

. (B.19)

Expressing s and k in terms of a and b finally gives

s =
2a

a2 − 1
ln b; k =

a − 1
a + 1

ln b. (B.20)

Appendix C. Derivation of doubling equations with fluorescence
included

Writing for the optical quantities of the single elementary layer at
the start of the doubling sequence

r = se; (C.1)

t = 1 − (k + s)e; (C.2)

f = ve; (C.3)

g = ve, (C.4)

we can write for the top layer of two identical layers

F−(1) = tf F−(0) + rf F+(1) + f ′′E−(0) + g′′E+(1) (C.5)

F+(0) = rf F−(0) + tf F+(1) + g′′E−(0) + f ′′E+(1) (C.6)

E−(1) = teE−(0) + reE+(1) (C.7)

E+(0) = reE−(0) + teE+(1) (C.8)

For an optically identical bottom layer we get the similar
equations

F−(2) = tf F−(1) + rf F+(2) + f ′′E−(1) + g′′E+(2) (C.9)

F+(1) = rf F−(1) + tf F+(2) + g′′E−(1) + f ′′E+(2) (C.10)

E−(2) = teE−(1) + reE+(2) (C.11)

E+(1) = reE−(1) + teE+(2) (C.12)

A doubling step consists in combining the two above systems of
equations in order to obtain new effective quantities describing the
optical properties of the two layers added together. This is achieved
by eliminating the fluxes at the interface between the two layers, i.e.
those at level 1. For the purpose of deriving the doubling equations
it is sufficient to assume that there is only one incident flux, namely
E−(0). Then, at the excitation wavelength, we can write

E−(1) − reE+(1) = teE−(0), (C.13)

−reE−(1) + E+(1) = 0, (C.14)

with the solutions

E−(1) =
te

1 − r2
e

E−(0), (C.15)

E+(1) =
rete

1 − r2
e

E−(0). (C.16)

Next the equations for the outgoing fluxes at levels 0 and 2 are
used, giving

E−(2) =
t2
e

1 − r2
e

E−(0) (C.17)
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E+(0) =

[
re +

ret2
e

1 − r2
e

]
E−(0) (C.18)

From these we obtain the doubling equations for the reflectance
and the transmittance at the excitation wavelength. We can write

xe =
te

1 − r2
e
; t′

e = texe; r′
e = re(1 + t′

e), (C.19)

where the primed quantities refer to the newly formed double
layer.

For the fluorescence wavelength we obtain similar equations. To
obtain the effective fluorescence matrices, we also have to find the
fluorescent fluxes at level 1. For this we use the equations

F−(1) = rf F+(1) + f E−(0) + gE+(1), (C.20)

F+(1) = rf F−(1) + gE−(1), (C.21)

giving

F−(1) − rf F+(1) =
[

f + g
rete

1 − r2
e

]
E−(0) = ( f + gxere)E−(0), (C.22)

−rf F−(1) + F+(1) = g
te

1 − r2
e

E−(0) = gxeE−(0). (C.23)

From these equations we obtain

F−(1) =
f + gxere + rf gxe

1 − r2
f

E−(0), (C.24)

F+(1) =
( f + gxere)rf + gxe

1 − r2
f

E−(0). (C.25)

Substitution of these in the equations for the outgoing fluorescent
fluxes at levels 0 and 2 gives

F+(0) = tf F+(1) + gE−(0) + f E+(1)

=

[
g +

( f + gxere)rf + gxe

1 − r2
f

tf +
f rete

1 − r2
e

]
E−(0)

=
[
g[1 + xexf (1 + rerf )] + f (xere + xf rf )

]
E−(0), (C.26)

and

F−(2) = tf F−(1) + f E−(1)

=

[
f + gxere + rf gxe

1 − r2
f

tf + f
te

1 − r2
e

]
E−(0)

= [ f (xe + xf ) + gxexf (re + rf )]E−(0). (C.27)

These results imply that the doubling equations for the forward
and backward fluorescence are given by, respectively,

g′ = g[1 + xexf (1 + rerf )] + f (xere + xf rf ), (C.28)

f ′ = f (xe + xf ) + gxexf (re + rf ). (C.29)
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